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Welcome to Cirl Bunting Bulletin, the annual newsletter for
owners and managers of farmland within the range of the cirl
bunting, the UK’s rarest resident farmland bird.

Male cirl bunting

Please stick with Stewardship!
Deborah Deveney, cirl bunting project officer, explains how to
make Entry Level Stewardship work for cirl buntings.
We are at another crunch time for agri-environment funding, with
`Pillar 2’ of the CAP budget under threat of cuts by the European
Commission and many expiring Countryside Stewardship
farmers currently unable to get into Higher Level Stewardship. We
need to demonstrate the best use of taxpayers’ money and show
how agri-environment schemes, through Entry Level Stewardship
(ELS), can work for wildlife and landowners.
If your Countryside Stewardship Scheme expires this year and
you haven’t yet been invited to apply to Higher Level
Stewardship (HLS), then consider entering the land coming out of
agreement into ELS. This can always be superseded by a joint
HLS/ELS when the opportunity arises.

If you already have an ELS agreement you may need to apply for
a whole new agreement, though it may be possible to do an
amendment (for details contact Natural England).
Also, if your ELS agreement is due to expire soon then please
consider the options overleaf when renewing. Remember ELS is
available to all landowners and pays a flat rate of £30 per ha or £60
per ha for Organic ELS.
If you are unsure about which ELS options to select, then choosing
a selection of those listed overleaf will benefit cirl buntings and
other farmland wildlife. Those options highlighted in yellow also
count towards the Campaign for the Farmed Environment target.
For advice, please contact Deborah Deveney, RSPB
on 01392 457193.
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ELS options –

a cirl bunting’s choice!

Those in yellow also count towards the Campaign for the
Farmed Environment target.

Low input spring barley stubbles left over winter, particularly
those with broad-leaved weeds, are an important source of food
for cirl buntings. The birds feed on spilt grain and weed seeds
found on the ground. Retaining stubbles through March provides
food at a crucial time when the birds are preparing to get into
breeding condition. Options include: Over-wintered stubbles
(EF6), Reduced herbicide cereal crops followed by overwintered
stubbles (EF15) and Extended over-wintered stubbles (EF22).
Sowing plots/margins of wild bird seed mixtures over 1ha are
the next best thing. These are annually sown and should be
mainly spring barley based, with quinoa and mixed millet (kale
becomes too dense for the birds to forage). Locating the plots
close to hedges will allow the birds to flit from the hedge to plot
to forage; they shouldn’t be sited near woodland if targeted for
cirl buntings. Option: Wild bird seed mixture (EF2).
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Winter food

Weedy stubbles are a lifesaver for farmland birds in winter

Summer food
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Grasslands and grass field margins managed extensively will
provide ideal conditions for grasshoppers and crickets (an
important food source for cirl chicks). Retaining a tussocky sward
provides over wintering habitat for insects. Cultivated fallow
margins targeted at arable plants can also provide suitable seeds
and insects. Options include: Permanent grassland with low
inputs outside the Severely Disadvantaged Area (SDA) (of the
Less Favoured Area (LFA)) and the Moorland line (EK2),
Permanent grassland with very low inputs outside the SDA (of
the LFA) and the Moorland line (EK3), Mixed stocking (EK5),
Buffer strips on cultivated land 2m (EE1)/4m (EE2)/6m (EE3)
and Uncropped cultivated margins for rare plants (EF11).

Safe nesting habitat

Tall, thick, bushy hedges are important nesting sites. Any
hedgerow work should take place during winter (ideally in
January or February) and should be `staggered' so that not all
hedges on the farm, and not all hedges in the same area, are cut
in the same year. Options include: Hedgerow management (on
both sides of hedge) (EB1)/(on one side of hedge) (EB2),
Enhanced hedgerow management (EB3) and Earth bank
management on both sides (EB12)/on one side (EB13).
For further information about ELS please contact Natural
England on 0300 060 1118 or visit
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•

Grazing is good for grasshoppers, a cirl chick’s favourite food

www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/farming/funding/es/els/.

•

The RSPB is happy to provide advice on ELS options; please
contact Deborah Deveney (Devon cirl bunting project officer)
on 01392 457193 or Nick Tomalin (Cornwall cirl bunting
project officer) on 01872 580279.

•

To find out how you can contribute to Campaign for the
Farmed Environment, please go to www.cfeonline.org.uk or
call 01985 844356.

Want to know more?

For more information on managing your farmland for cirl
buntings and other wildlife, please visit:
www.rspb.org.uk and search for “Cirl Bunting Project”
www.rspb.org.uk/farming
www.farmwildlife.info

Thick hedges provide safe nesting sites for many birds

To find out what birds you have on your farm, why not sign up
for a free breeding birds survey in 2012 from the RSPB’s
Volunteer & Farmer Alliance Project. For details, please contact
Felicity Clarke on 01392 453774
or e-mail felicity.clarke@rspb.org.uk
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Farmland
butterflies
Farmland is the main habitat for over three-quarters of British
butterflies, many of which can be encouraged by simple measures.
Every farm, including intensive livestock and arable farms, has
the potential to host and strengthen breeding populations of many
widespread species. Some can thrive in relatively small areas if
given a little help by correct management, although a network of
habitats connected by butterfly-friendly corridors of farm tracks
and field margins is the ideal situation.

•

Fields of unimproved semi-natural grassland containing wild
grasses and flowers. These form a major habitat for butterflies
and can support over 25 species including several rare and
declining butterflies.

•

Patches of grassland along hedges, ditches and tracks, in field
corners and other uncultivated areas. Such grassland is the
main breeding area for most widespread butterflies on
farmland and can be encouraged in a variety of situations.
Ideally the vegetation should be left uncut until at least
August after the peak of the butterfly season. Where possible
areas should be left uncut to provide overwintering sites.

Orange tip (male
above, female below)

Butterfly Conservation

Any grassland that contains native grasses and wildflowers can
provide important breeding and feeding areas for a range of
butterflies. Wildflowers provide valuable nectar sources. Good
grassland habitats exist in two main situations on the farm:

Many areas on arable farms can support butterflies such as hedge
verges, field margins, farm tracks, uncultivated areas and
roadside verges. As well as being good for butterflies these areas
can provide a home for pollinators and insects that prey on crop
pests such as hoverflies and ladybirds.
Hedges and green lanes can provide rich breeding areas for
butterflies. Mixed hedges are best - those that contain a number of
native trees and shrubs. Traditional hedge laying is also beneficial
as it provides a variety of hedge structure and especially when cut
on rotation every two to three years. A one to two metre verge of
tall grasses by a hedge is ideal as this provides food for caterpillars
and will also provide suitable conditions for overwintering.
Small woods and spinneys provide breeding habitat for woodland
butterflies. Wide grassy areas in rides and woodland edges and
woods with dappled shade provide important breeding,
sheltering and over-wintering areas for several species of
butterflies.
Butterflies have four main requirements which must be available
within 100-200m.
•

Foodplants - for caterpillars

•

A source of sugar for the adults which is usually nectar from
flowers

•

A sunny habitat to bask and find their mates

•

A place to overwinter

Whilst the adults can use a wide range of flowering plants to
obtain nectar, the caterpillars feed only on a restricted number of
plants, sometimes on just one species. Also the foodplants must be
at a suitable stage of growth and in a suitable situation, for
instance a warm enough position to allow rapid caterpillar
growth.

Small copper

Butterfly species may spend the winter as eggs, caterpillars,
chrysalises or adults. Each species usually has only one method.
Their chief requirement for survival is lack of disturbance.
Grants are often available for conservation management.
Information and advice is available from Butterfly Conservation
which has a free Butterflies and Farming leaflet. Contact
Butterfly Conservation on 01929 400209 or visit
www.butterfly-conservation.org
It is possible that Butterfly Conservation’s Devon and Cornwall
based Conservation Officers might be able to visit your farm to
give first hand advice. Contact David Hinde (Devon CO) on
01404 823412 or david.hinde8@btinternet.com or Paddy
Saunders (Cornwall CO) on 01503 262567 or
patrick.saunders@mypostoffice.co.uk

Butterfly Conservation
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Mary Harold, Butterfly Conservation Devon Branch Publicity
Officer, explains how important farms are for these beautiful
insects.
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Labrador Bay
John White, RSPB’s volunteer warden,
reports on progress in 2011
Labrador Bay Nature Reserve, as expected, recovered
remarkably from the `ravages’ of the conservation work carried
out last year. Nature’s healing touch brought a new dimension
to the site. The laid hedges sprouted well and the cleared
`Waterfield’ was a riot of colour afforded by red campion and
foxgloves.
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The cirl buntings welcomed the return to peace after the
previous extensive works by forming large winter flocks of up
to 32 in January. Supplementary feeding obviously played a role
in these numbers, but what a sight on a crisp winter’s morning.
Winter also produced large flocks of skylarks (300+) on some
days.
Late in winter we had a visit from the well known nature film
maker, Graham Hatherley, to take some library footage for the
RSPB and, subsequently, our cirls starred in BBC’s Spotlight and
Chris Packham’s `The Truth About Wildlife’. They looked
resplendent in our Labrador Bay hedgerows!
As spring progressed, territories were established and we have
at least 12 breeding pairs and the sound of fledged young can be
heard in the hedgerows. The very dry spring, although difficult
for our tenant who needed grass for his cattle, was a boon as the
south facing meadows are hopping with baby grasshoppers, the
major food choice for our young cirls. We hope for a bumper
year.
Whitethroats, blackcaps, long tailed tits, chiffchaff and wren
have all followed suit and the hedges and scrub are alive with
the sound of fledglings.

Are you sure it’s a cirl
bunting? This is a male
yellowhammer.

Our ponies have returned to the moor – their presence over
winter kept the fields grazed and has had a great impact on
`Waterfield’, creating the mosaic effect on the environment we
were seeking. We expect a return in the autumn.
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Labrador Bay has been a focus for a number of walks during the
year and it has been a pleasure to show many people our
beautiful reserve and birds. The cirls have been most obliging
and a particular pleasure when a ‘Lab Bay cirl’ was a hardened
birdwatcher’s 300th bird on his British list! The new notice
board looks stunning and many people have commented on our
informative leaflet. Even our ‘Ice Cream Man’, Wayne, dispenses
them along with his 99s. Come and see for yourself – beautiful
birds, beautiful views and an ice cream!
Birds are having a good season with smaller warblers doing
particularly well. We have a buzzard nesting in the plantation;
one pair of yellowhammers (great for comparison with cirls) and
four new birds to add to the reserve list: red kite, lesser
whitethroat, woodcock and turtle dove. It will be interesting to
see how the summer develops – cirls are faithful to their home
territories and everything points to a population increase.
For more information, please search for “Labrador Bay” on
www.rspb.org.uk

Labrador Bay is a great
place to see wildlife and
have a family day out.
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Farmer’s View
Tim Jakins:
New Barton Farm, Wembury, Devon
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As a National Trust (NT) tenant farmer, Tim was encouraged by
NT to apply for the Countryside Stewardship Scheme (CSS), and
since 1998 has managed this 200 ha commercial farm with an agrienvironment agreement, running a herd of 100 Red Ruby suckler
cows, 250 North Country Mule ewes with 161 ha of arable. Tim
manages his arable on rotation, growing spring barley for malting,
winter wheat, oil seed rape, winter barley and spring oats,
fattening their own cattle and lambs. Familiar with handling Red
Ruby cattle in West Somerset, Tim was keen to continue managing
this breed as they provide a good quality meat as well as being
good grazing animals particularly on steep valley slopes and they
are capable of coping with extreme weather conditions.
As a farmer on the South Devon coast, Tim was very aware of the
importance of this area for the cirl bunting before entering CSS,
however the scheme heightened his awareness of the
environment and wildlife on the farm and provided a focus for
options. In fact “Most of the land that was put into Stewardship
was the least productive areas, former set-aside, and so
Stewardship provided the best economic return for this less
productive land”, says Tim. Growing spring barley and leaving it
as winter stubble was new to Tim; however he has found it fits
reasonably well into his farming system, particularly with the
sheep system, although he feels that the Schemes should have
more flexibility, in terms of adaptation to climatic conditions,
particularly as many farmers have found this year difficult to
establish barley, with its growth also affected by the dry spring.
Becoming disillusioned with sending cattle to large abattoirs and
never receiving feedback, the lack of a local butcher, along with
the realisation of a growing local demand for meat, Tim and his
wife Charlotte decided to employ a butcher, Wayne, and embark
on opening their own farm shop `Moostone Meats’ at New Barton
in 2005, and have not looked back since. “Ten years ago, we would
never have envisaged us opening a shop and diversifying into
other non farming activities, it is hard work but we pride
ourselves on providing good quality local meat”. All the lamb and
beef sold through the shop is born and raised at New Barton Farm,
sent to a local abattoir and then hung and processed back at the
shop by Wayne, reducing food miles and ultimately any stress on
the animals. Moostone Meats has won Taste of the West awards,
and has recently featured on national TV, with ‘Countrywise
Kitchens’ focussing on their Red Ruby beef and a new series to be
shown featuring Dick Strawbridge, so look out for Tim and
Charlotte on your screens soon.
Tim has noticed how the wildlife has grown on the farm- putting
in wild bird mixtures as game cover for his small family shoot,
not only provides food and cover for game birds but is also a
winter food source for a variety of birds, and the pollen and nectar
mixtures are alive with insect life. The cirl buntings have
responded to his management too. From just one pair recorded in
2003, five males were seen on the farm in 2008.
Cirls can often be seen feeding on the spilt grain outside the grain
store. Other farmland birds include linnet, yellowhammer and

Deborah Deveney
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Tim Jakins has farmed in the westcountry all his life, moving from
his family’s farm in West Somerset to Noss Mayo in Devon, then
in 1997 taking on the tenancy of New Barton Farm, a mixed
(arable/beef/sheep) farm along the Devon coast at Wembury.

From left to right: Tim Jakins,
Wayne the butcher and Charlotte
Jakins

skylark, and arable plants such as field madder, common fumitory
and common poppy flower in some of the arable fields.
When his CSS expired in 2008, Tim was keen to continue the
management he started and wanted to apply for Higher Level
Stewardship (HLS). Working with Brendan Burley at Natural
England it was agreed that he shouldn’t put his pedigree herd out
on the coastal grazing land, but instead NT graze Dartmoor ponies
during the summer, and then Tim brings in hardier hill ewes from
Dartmoor. Stock of low value provides a lower risk to Tim and
allows him to fulfil his winter grazing obligation. In the past
choughs have been recorded along this coastal stretch, perhaps one
day with Tim’s management they may stay.
Tim has mixed emotions about agri-environment schemes. On the
ground the management works for his farming system, and he can
see the wildlife and landscape benefits, However he has had to
make some compromises - putting an arable field into grassland to
protect underground archaeology, particularly with wheat prices
being high. The scheme is bureaucratic, some Capital Works
payments (ie, fencing) don’t reflect the current economic rates, and
he thinks maybe the payments should be index linked and other
options linked to commodity prices (not fixed rates), but the most
recent change, the timing of when farmers will receive their
payments, has angered Tim, “In no other business would you
expect the payment goalposts to be moved a quarter of the way
through your agreement, as farmers we run a business, plan for the
long term and cannot afford such changes.”
So what does the future hold? Tim feels the South West will
become more environmentally important; with the potential threat
to the future of Single Farm Payments, agri-environment schemes
could play a larger part. Despite his mixed feelings about the
administration of the schemes, he would still recommend it to all
farmers who are given the opportunity, to go for HLS to ensure
that sustainable farming and local producers are fully supported.
For more information about Moostone Meats and the farm events
they organise such as butcher demonstrations, open days, etc,
please go to www.moostonemeats.co.uk or contact Tim and
Charlotte Jakins on 01752 863420.
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Cirl Bunting
Reintroduction Project:
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2010 update

Colour rings on released birds enable
RSPB staff to track their progress.

Stuart Croft, RSPB Cirl Bunting Reintroduction Project Field
Officer, reports on the fifth year of the Cirl Bunting
Reintroduction Project - a joint venture between the RSPB,
Paignton Zoo, the National Trust and Natural England to reestablish the cirl bunting in Cornwall.
2010 saw a steady, continued rise in the breeding population
which now is at least 16 pairs and thanks to the generally fine
summer weather, most pairs pursued two, or even three breeding
attempts. The result was the production of a minimum of 39
juveniles. This is likely to be an underestimate as we take a handsoff approach to nest monitoring in order to reduce disturbance.
Intensive monitoring of these breeding birds again revealed what
complex lives they can lead, with separations and re-pairings
being not uncommon. One particular male, who at over four years
old is our oldest surviving male, paired with two different
females. Perhaps he is starting to feel his age as last year he chose
three! His performance has become legendary in the cirl world
and, no doubt, his productivity will be what all others will be
compared with for a very long time to come. Long may he
continue!

Another very good year of hand-rearing saw 70 of the intake of 76
chicks from Devon make it to release. (All these birds are sourced
from well-populated areas of Devon where the population has
continued to increase in recent years). This success is in no small
part due to the dedication and experience of our avicultural team
who, with support from vets at the Zoological Society of London
providing advice and protocols on hand-rearing, continue to do a
great job in what is a very specialist field. By the time each bird
leaves the confines of its release aviary it will be sporting an
assortment of uniquely colour-co-ordinated leg rings, which
enable us to monitor its progress in the ‘outside’ world.
As the winter progressed several groups formed and dispersed to
suitable winter foraging areas – typically, weed-rich stubbles and
bird-seed mix crops. Many of these areas have been put in place
through the continued support from local farmers. Their
knowledge and enthusiasm for farmland wildlife has ensured that
a diverse range of flora and fauna will benefit from suitable
management. Some farmers have now been offered financial
support from Natural England via agri-environment schemes for
this work, and this will, hopefully, secure the future of cirl
buntings in Cornwall.
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With the onset of a particularly cold winter during December it
was feared that many birds would perish. However, relatively few
losses were recorded, so we are hopeful that more birds than
previously will be recruited in to the breeding population in 2011.
An ever-increasing number, amounting to up to half of the
population, are birds that have been wild-bred in Cornwall, which
is great news. It has also been encouraging to locate a few long-lost
individuals popping up after several months’ absence.
Furthermore, four birds have founded a new wintering site
outside the previously known range, proving that not all cirls lack
a pioneering instinct.

Feeding time for cirl bunting chicks.

This year is the final year of captive-reared releases. We are
hopeful that 2011 will be the best year yet and bring us one step
closer to achieving our goal of establishing a self-sustaining
population of cirls in Cornwall. We are indebted to the help and
support we receive from the local farmers and the dedicated team
of staff and volunteers who keep a close eye on the birds
throughout the year.
For more information or to report any sightings of cirl buntings in
Cornwall please contact Stuart Croft stuart.croft@rspb.org.uk or
01872 580279.

2011 news: 28 breeding pairs!
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Farmer’s View:
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Jim Hext: Carwarthen Farm, the Roseland
Peninsula, Cornwall
Jim and Sally Hext both trained at Seale Hayne Agricultural
College, and spent time working on farms in New Zealand before
moving to Carwarthen in 1984. Carwarthen is just one of four
areas that make up the 276 hectare holding, with Messack,
Newton, and Trelissa Farms all under their management. Each has
a unique feel: Trelissa’s large flat fields lend themselves to arable;
Carwarthen is the most sheltered and houses sheep, several horses
and some arable; Messack is mostly sheep grazed pasture with a
superb view and a network of footpaths while Newton has steep
scrubby grazed slopes with a flat arable plateau above.
Although the RSPB’s Cirl Bunting Reintroduction Project only
started in 2006, Jim had been managing the land for cirl buntings
and farmland birds since 1992 under a Countryside Stewardship
Scheme (CSS), and was farming the land when cirl buntings were
still found locally in the 1980s. The existing management and the
presence of so much suitable habitat meant that the farm was
potentially an important area for the newly released birds. The
RSPB has been working with Jim to monitor for any signs of cirl
buntings, and to replace his existing CSS agreement with Higher
Level Stewardship (HLS).
When it came to the application, Jim was already well aware of
what these schemes contained and knew which options he wanted
to see on the farm. “We have adapted the farming rotation to
dovetail in with the Stewardship programme and find that it has
not compromised output of the arable and sheep enterprises”.
With such a large holding, Jim was able to safeguard production
whilst using the more marginal areas to benefit wildlife, as he had
been under the terms of his CSS agreement. He already had overwintered spring barley stubbles and bird cover on the holding
which provide winter habitat for farmland birds. The main
problem for Jim was his pasture, as none of it is cattle grazed.
Sheep tend to crop the grass too tight, but cattle leave a sward of
varied height which is ideal for invertebrates on which the cirl
buntings feed. Without cattle, it has been more difficult to create

Sally Hext

the right conditions, but Jim has been able to identify several fields
where careful stock management has improved the habitat. In
addition, Jim has been able to implement management to prevent
soil erosion and run off, and has protected a scheduled monument
on the farm.
The HLS agreement has been active since the CSS agreement
expired in September 2010. The RSPB assisted with the original
CSS application, and Jim said that it felt ideal to work with the
RSPB again for his HLS application. In addition, he found that
Natural England was very proactive in assisting him to put
together the scheme. Jim says “There was a certain amount of
juggling of points to make sure we could get enough for ELS as
well as satisfying the HLS criteria, but I managed to incorporate
everything I wanted to do into the scheme”. He has found that it
has not meant any significant changes to how he manages the
land, and that it has followed on neatly from the CSS agreement.
And it seems to be working! In early 2011 four cirl buntings were
found on Jim’s land in an area where they had previously not been
seen. This represents quite a significant dispersal from the main
site, and shows that the habitat must be suitable, not only to attract
the birds, but to hold them through the winter as well. Now Jim is
hoping the birds will breed there – potentially the first young cirl
buntings born on the holding for over 20 years!

Stop Press! Not only has Jim had birds on his land, but Simon
Taffinder, who featured in the 2010 Cirl Bunting Bulletin, has also
seen cirl buntings on his land. His HLS agreement went active in
January 2010 and he now has a family of cirl buntings on his land
– even feeding at his bird table!
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Richard Bedford

Focus on choughs

The original `new’ wild Cornish choughs – this pair has bred successfully every year since 2002.

If you think cirl buntings are rare in
England, try being a chough! This
enigmatic member of the crow family
disappeared from the country in the 1970s
having been historically `numerous’
around the south-west coastline before
that. Choughs were so closely associated
with Cornwall that they feature on the
Cornwall Council coat of arms.
In 2001, three choughs naturally returned
to the Duchy, and two of these formed a
pair, breeding at Southerly Point on the
Lizard Peninsula. They have bred
successfully every year since 2002, raising
a total of 40 chicks. Some of their offspring
have gone on to raise families of their own
– in 2011 wild chough pairs fledged a
record 15 chicks!
This recolonisation of Cornwall is
important as it links the chough
populations in Wales, Ireland and Scotland
to those in Brittany. Ten years on, there is a
burgeoning population of choughs in
Cornwall, with occasional sightings in
Devon as well. The population now stands
at six breeding pairs and some immature
non breeding birds. This may seem like a
perilously low number, but productivity
from breeding pairs over the last 10 years
and their survival rate has been high so the
outlook for them is very positive. Despite

this, it is still crucial to manage coastal land
with chough in mind, and to encourage
their spread further around Cornwall and
beyond.
Choughs are coastal birds, rarely moving
more than a couple of fields inland, though
they can roam widely along our shores. All
of the management for the birds is
concentrated on this narrow coastal strip.
They nest on cliff ledges, in caves and in
old mine workings like adits, and there are
plenty of suitable nest sites available for
them. It is more difficult to ensure that they
have a good supply of food. They feed on
soil invertebrates, especially cranefly
larvae, which they probe for using their
long red bills. If the grass is too long or
there is thick bracken and scrub, they will
not be able to access the soil, so year-round
grazing creates an ideal sward height for
choughs and an open mosaic of vegetation
within which they can feed. The young
birds will also search for invertebrates in
cow pats, but many chemical worming
treatments persist into the dung and
reduce the number of insects found here.
Farmers are advised that, if using these
treatments, they should be administered
when the cattle are away from the coast or
in fields where the choughs do not forage.
The RSPB, as part of The Cornwall Chough
Project, a partnership with Natural

England and National Trust, has been
working with farmers to implement
suitable habitat management. The RSPB
also monitors nests, partly to study the
productivity of the birds, but also to
protect them from those who may view a
chough egg as a valuable commodity! The
Lizard pair is now famous and has been
viewed by tens of thousands of people
visiting the area.
Although chough and cirl bunting are very
different species, it is management by the
farming community that has increased
both populations in the south-west. With
the cirl bunting reintroduction attempting
to re-establish a population in Cornwall,
perhaps chough will go in the opposite
direction and naturally recolonise Devon
in time!
A full account of The return of the Red-billed
Chough to Cornwall: the first ten years and
prospects for the future is in the latest edition
of British Birds
(www.britishbirds.co.uk).
For more information on choughs in
Cornwall visit www.cornishchoughs.org
or follow the project on
twitter@cornishchoughs

The RSPB speaks out for birds and wildlife, tackling the problems that
threaten our environment. Nature is amazing – help us keep it that way.
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